The Perry lithographs were bound into the narrative of the expedition printed in 1856 and 1857. This page provides a listing of the lithographs published in the narrative.

The listing below is from Volume 1, *Narrative of the Expedition of an American Squadron to the China Seas and Japan, Performed in the Years 1852, 1853, and 1854, under the Command of Commodore M.C. Perry, United States Navy*. The number to the right is the page number actually published in the listing. The lithographs were unnumbered and found after of before the page number listed. The names after the titles are the artists (Heine, Peters etc) or photographer (Brown) the image is attributed to.

**First Phase of Expedition**

81 "Mississippi" passing Point Atristow - Heine & Brown  
82 Loo Rock and Pontinha, Madeira - Heine & Brown  
84 Funchal, Madeira, from the Curral - Heine & Brown  
90 Jamestown, St. Helena - Heine & Brown  
92 Valley of the Tomb, near Longwood - Heine & Brown  
94 Longwood, from the gate - Heine & Brown  
98 Cape Town and Table mountain - Heine & Brown  
105 Mauritius, from the "Ponce" - Heine & Brown  
112 Hindoo ablutions, Mauritius - Heine & Brown  
114 Light-house, Point de Galle, Ceylon - Heine & Brown  
120 Buddhist temple, Ceylon - Heine & Brown  
129 Rajah of Jahore, Singapore--from life - Brown  
130 River Jurong, Singapore - Heine & Brown  
133 View of Hong Kong from East Point - Heine & Brown  
134 Chinese temple, Hong Kong - Heine & Brown  
135 Shampoo Pagoda and anchorage - Heine & Brown  
138 Fish market, Canton - Heine  
144 Chinese temple, Macao - Heine

**Lew Chew - First Visit**

155 Chief magistrate, Napha--from a daguerreotype - Brown  
156 Street in Napha, Lew Chew - Heine  
164 Napha, from Bamboo village - Heine  
170 Ancient castle, Nagagusuko, Lew Chew - Heine & Brown  
173 Village near Napha, Lew Chew - Heine & Brown  
174 Ancient castle, Nagagusuko, Lew Chew - Heine & Brown  
176 Lew Chew exploring party - Heine & Brown  
182 Tshandicoosha, Lew Chew - Heine & Brown  
184 Bridge and causeway, Machinatto, Lew Chew - - Heine & Brown  
189 Commodore Perry's visit to Shui, Lew Chew - Heine  
190 Reception at the castle, Shui, Lew Chew - Heine  
191 Dinner at the Regent's, Lew Chew - Heine  
192 Court interpreter, Shin, Lew Chew--from a daguerreotype - Brown  
194 Temple at Tumai, Lew Chew - Heine & Brown  
204 Kanaka village, Bonin Islands [not Lew Chew] - Heine & Brown  
215 Regent of Lew Chew--from a daguerreotype - Brown  
219 Afternoon gossip, Lew Chew--from a daguerreotype - Brown  
229 Lew Chew costumes, middle class--from a daguerreotype - Brown
Japan - First Visit  Second Visit - Japan

233 View of Uraga, Yedo bay - Heine
256 First landing at Gorahama - Heine
261 Delivery of the President's Letter - Heine
268 Torigasaki, Yedo bay - Heine

China, Hong Kong, Macao

296 China girl, sycce head-dress--from a daguerreotype - Brown
298 Macao, from Penha Hill - Heine
300 Jesuit convent, Macao - Heine

Lew Chew - Second Set of Lithos
281 Inner harbor and ruins, Timagusuko - Heine & Brown
309 Napha, from the sea - Heine
317 Market-place in Napha - Heine

Japan - Second Visit
325 Bay of Wodowara - Heine & Brown
346 Commodore meeting commissioners at Yokuhama - Peters
348 Yenoske and Takojuro, interpreters - Brown
353 View from Webster island - Heine
355 Temple at Yokuhama - Heine
357 Delivery of Presents - Peters
359 Japanese soldiers, Yokuhama - Heine
371 Wrestlers at Yokuhama - Peters
375 Dinner on board the Powhatan - Heine
401 Shimoda from Vandalia Bluff - Heine
403 Bridge of cut-stone, Simoda - Heine
404 Japanese woman, Simoda - Brown
405 Mother and child, Simoda--from a daguerreotype - Brown
406 Temple of Hat-chi-man-ya-chu-ro - Heine
407 Devotions in great temple, Simoda - Heine
408 Buddhist priest, Simoda, in costume - Brown
409 Buddhist priest, Simoda--likeness - Brown
410 Bell-house, Simoda--daguerreotype - Brown
411 Mariner's temple, Simoda - Heine
414 Japanese rice-mill, Simoda - Kellogg
417 Kura-Kawa-Kakei, prefect of Simoda--daguerreotype - Brown
418 Japanese woman--daguerreotype - Brown
425 Simoda, from the American grave yard - Heine
426 Japanese funeral, Simoda - Heine
430 Hokodadi, from Snow Peak - Heine
433 Prefect of Hakodadi--daguerreotype - Brown
442 Chief Temple, Hakodadi - Heine
443 Street in Hakodadi - Heine
445 Entrance to a temple, Hakodadi - Brown
447 Hakodadi, from Telegraph Hill - Heine
448 Japanese junk, section - Kellogg
449 Japanese junk, cross-section - Kellogg
450 Japanese boat - Kellogg
Japanese junk, view complete - Meffert
Fire company's house and engine - Heine
Fac simile, Japanese painting
Japanese painting--crossing the Oho-e-ga-wa
Deputy of Prince of Matsmaï--daggerreotype - Brown
Conference-room, Hokadadi - Heine
Governor of Simoda--daggerreotype - Brown
Tatsnoske, second interpreter--daggerreotype - Brown
Farewell visit at Simoda - Heine
Japanese fac simile, crucifixion

Maps - Lithographs
Great Lew Chew and its Dependencies
Island of Great Lew-Chew
The Island of Formosa

Maps/Charts - Non-Lithographs
Chart of the Bonin Group of Islands
Map of Japan Islands (foldout)
Chart showing the track of the Flagships (foldout)